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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Books are among the best media for widening the child's environ-
ment and increasing his knowledge of the world around him. They are 
also a means of much enjoyment. How to select the appropriate books 
for young .children is a problem of concern to parents, teachers, li-
brarians, and others responsible for the guid~nce of children. 
Today there is a flood of inexpensive books that are readily 
available to parents iµ grocery stores and variety stores. Parents 
o·ften purchase these books without any evaluation because they seem 
attractive in physical appearance. 
Preschool children have to depend upon their parents and other 
adults for the selection of their books . Parents with their busy daily 
routines may not have time or the opportunity to come in contact with 
publications concerning what constitutes good books for the young child. 
The question may be asked: Would a simple guide help parents to select 
appropriate books for young children? 
Parents and educators are the first determiners of a childis liter-
ary experience. This investigator purposes that a guide for the selec-
tion of books for preschool children will contribute to parental under-
standing of the desirable qualities in an appropriate book for young 
children. 
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The Need for Study 
For years, educators have stressed that children need good books 
and that young children's experiences with literature are vitally im= 
portant to their intellectual, emotional, social and spiritual develop -
ment. Children are directed toward their appreciation for good litera-
ture from the very beginning of their listening experiences. 
Children's Need for Good Literature 
Lohrer (32) stated that good books can give young children "a con-
, 
s·ensus of basic values -of s-ocial living which is important for their 
development into adulthood." (p. 216) 
Duff (16) discussed the great possibilities of books as a factor 
in "character education": 
A good story carries its m_oral philosophy directly into a child's 
understanding and engenders a process of subjective learning, which, 
because its effect through both intelligence and imagination, produces 
a simple wisdom that becomes a growing part of the growing self. (p . 19) 
Duff (16) further stated : 
. That with even quite little ·people books can serve to stimulate 
thought and release imagination, to deepen the sense of beauty and the 
sense of humor and the sense of wonder; to enlarge the sympathi es , t o 
increase understanding of human emotion and human behavior; and to 
demonstrate the operation of m_oral principles that give ri.se to t he 
distinction between r ·ight and wrong i.n human contact . (p • . 15) 
Larrick (30) emphasized the importance of reading to a young child 
by stating that : 
Through r eading he is growing _-and developing as a person . I f you 
can provide him with continuing delight in reading, you are contributing 
to his development as a happy, self- sufficient individual . As he s ees 
lovely illustrations and hears the rhythmical language of children's 
books, he is begt nning to get s·atisfaction ·in the beautiful . (p . 2.2) 
Lohrer (32 ) stressed that g_ood books help the child acquire 
knowledge abeut their world when she said : "Good books in abundance are 
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essential to help children acquire information that will satisfy their 
natural curiosity and inquisitiveness about the world in which they 
live." (p. 215) 
Arbuthnot (4) also states that children need good literature: 
Certainly children need books to widen their horizon, deepen their 
understandings, and give them sounder social insights. They also need 
books that minister to their merriment or deepen their appreciation of 
beauty. They need books that, in the course of a good story, help to 
develop clear standards of right and wrong. Finally children's books 
should have those qualities of good writing that distinguish literature 
for any age or group of people. (p. 16) 
Educators', Parents' and Other Adults' Need for 2. Guide. 
Finding the right book for reading ~o the young child is a difficult 
task for many parents. These first experiences with literature are so 
important to children, and the responsibility of selecting good books is 
left up to parents and teachers. 
Recommendations for good books for young children have been made by 
specialists in publications, . in research and in books about children's 
literature; but these are not readily available or accessible to most 
parents. Educators have pointed to the need for a guide that could be 
used in selecting books for young children. 
Casmir (12) stated the need for a guide in this way: 
In spite of the fact that we render mquth service to the idea that 
children are not, "little adults", the selection of children's books is 
very often dictated by the likes and dislikes of adults ..... The adult 
~as the responsibility of judgment which we believe the child is not 
mature enough to exercise, but he also has the responsibility of look-
ing at children's literature from the standpoint of the child. (p, 805) 
Lohrer (32) stated her reasons for needing a guide as such: 
Reading to children at home and in school, providing for a child's 
home library in terms of a child's own tastes and abilities, and making 
books easily accessible to children in schools are responsibilities of 
parents and teachers that cannot be ignored. We are depriving our 
children of a heritage they have a right to receive when we fail to pro-
vide good books in abundance for our children. (p . 215) 
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Leonard (31) emphasized the need for guides by commenting: 
Skills and taste in the selection of literature for primary grade 
·children depend upon sympathetic understanding of children and their 
interests and activities, as well as familiarity with the literature 
that had genuine appeal for them. (p. 357) 
Eakin (17) stressed the need for guides in the following way: 
Unfortunately children are not born with inherently good taste in 
their choice of books . Children do not, of their own accord and with no 
adult guidance, tend to choose good books in preference to mediocre or 
poor ones. They wil 1 remember the good ones · longer and with greater 
pleasure but they will not voluntarily choose them without considerable 
guidance from some adult in whose judgment they have confidence. (p. ix) 
Eaton (18) points out that: 
Children's books are bought for children by adults and with the 
multitude of books for boys and girls that are published every year, 
parents and others who are selecting fpr children need some thread to 
guide them through the maze. (p. ix) 
Fenner (19) wrote: "It is so difficult to know, with all the books 
today, what book appeals to a child. It is hard to remember what we 
liked, or how old we were when we liked it. 11 (p. ix) 
Assumptions 
The investigator of this study assumes the guide .that Wettig de-
veloped contains the necessary criteria for evaluating books for pre-
school children; however , at the reconunendation of Wettig (41) this 
guide should be subjected to further testing. 
Hypothesis 
The hypothesis to be tested in this study is as follows : 
Mothers who use the Wettig guide for the selection of books will 
be able to discriminate between acceptable and unacceptable books more 
o:f;ten than those mothers who select books without the guide. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this investigatio~ will be to test further the value 
of Wettig's guide for the selection of books for preschool children. 
CHAPTER II 
A SUMMARY OF WETTIG'S RESEARCll CONCERNING 
THE IDENTIFICATION OF CRITERIA TO BE 
USED IN THE SELEC'J;'!ON OF BOOKS 
FOR YOUNG ~HILDREN 
Wet;tig (41) developed her·guide for tµe select;ion of books for 
preschool children by first reviewing the literature and identifying 
nine categories into which all crit;eria could be classified. The 
primary characteristics of each criterion as identified by Wettig 
were: 
Interest 
The book sho~ld .c.atch the child's attention in the first few 
sentences and hold his attention to the end. ':rhe three and four-year-
old ch:i..ld lil,<es plenty of action, suspense, and a logical plot in the 
story with an ecqnomy of incidence. (41, p. 14) 
Wettig reported the following authors supported the criterion of 
interest as being important;: :Eakin (17), Langford (29), Arbuthnot (4), 
Larr;i.ck (30), Cappa (11), Terman and Lima (38), .Weekes (40), Fenner (19), 
and two organizations ACEI (6),,and NANE (35). The foregoing writers 
all agreed that presch1i>0l children lea:rn only as they enjoy what they 
hear. The literature reveals that three and four-year-old children like 
stories and pictures .that·deal with nature, the weather and simple facts. 
They enjoy stories about animals, machines, trains and planes. The 
child's ·ovm world always holds his attention. 
In addition to what Wettig repo:rted, more rece.pt writings by Fisher 
(20) can be added to the foregoing lii,t of writers. 
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What s~all children are looking for is a description of the world 
~s they see it. The heroes of their pi'cture ·books may be trains or 
elephants ori they may be children like themselves. The action may be 
familiar or fantastic. (p . 21) 
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Guilfeile (24) reported in another publication since Wettig's · study. 
She discussed the interest of young child.ren by writing: "They like 
people and events of the real world, yet they like also to range far ahd 
wide in imagination. They like their facts challenging and exciting, 
but understandable and with a touch ,of the familiar . " (p. 3) 
Maddock (33) another writer not mentioned by Wettig supports the 
importance of interest in the following way: 
The most immediate interest of the child is in plot. The best plot 
proceeds in clear-cut fashion from the incentive motion, which reveals 
the conflict which occasions the story, through the ~eries of complica-
tions to a climax or peak of intensity, followed by a resolution of the 
entanglements. (p. 298) 
Length 
It may be stated concerning a desirable length of book that: The 
three and foµr -year- old child has a relatively short attention span . 
Most preschool children can listen for a period of from 5 to 15 minutes. 
The book should not be too long or too short and simple for the child. 
(41, _P. 15) 1 
Fenner (19), Adams -(2), Arbuthnot (4), Lambert (28) supported this 
statement. These writers explained that as the ,att~ntion span of the 
child varies with each individual, the length of the book may also vary. 
Children who have been read to and shown pictures from the earliest 
moments •are ready sooner to sit quietly and listen . This investigator 
feund no additional readings to support this criterion . 
-Content 
The story content should be related t ·o the familiar so the child 
will not be confused by the new or unfamiliar , All books do not contain 
an element of fantasy; however, when there is an element of fantasy 
present it should be related enough t-0 real life sitµations and ex-
periences se the child will not be confused with what is real and what 
is unreal . (41, .P · 18) 
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Wettig (41) found ten authors whe agreed than content is an im-
portant factor in selecting books for children: Weekes (40), Langford 
(29), Arbuthnot (4), Frank (21), Bacmeister (8), Baruch (9), Abu Nasr (1), 
Mitchell (34), Read (37) and Freeman (22). 
Implied throughout these writings was that although preschoolers 
·have a vivid imagination, their imaginary concepts are based on objects 
and situations which have meaning for them • . When choosing these books 
we should be aware of the limits of .their comprehension . 
Realism and fantasy were discussed and several authors agreecf that 
it is important that the stories the child hears should be iargely real-
istic for s.ome time, rather than of the fantastic or tradifional "fairy 
tale" variety. To a child there is more pleasure in familiarity than 
in strangeness. It was mentioned that not all fantasy shou+d be ex-
eluded from children's literature, because fantasy is an important part 
of the child's every day experience. The element of fantasy though 
should be introduced to the child through a character and situations 
that are familiar to him. 
In addition to what has previously been reported, Eakin (17) wrote 
that: 
In books for chiI-dren, the characters should be realistically par-, 
trayed, they should talk and act as people -0f their particular educa-
tienal and cultural backgrounds would normally talk and act . (p . x) . .• 
The content should be judged i ,n terms of accuracy of facts or of con= 
cepts, clarity. of presentatien, _organization of material, and the suit-
ability ef the centent at the age level for which the book ':j.,s intended. 
The cencepts should be presented clearly in logical sequenc~, develop= 
ing frem the simple ta the more complex. (p , ix) 
A more recent writing by ·Fis.her (20) is in agreement w:j.,th several 
of the authors when she makes these statements about fantasy . 
'' 
Fantasy for young i;:hildren is best if it is a matter of one simple 
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incident which for a time, enlargens and irradiates the everyd,:ay world. 
(p . 132) ...•. The balance between real and unreal, between fact and imagi-
nation, is the key to good fantasy. (p. 137) 
Style of Writing 
The style of writing of the book should be suitable for the child 
in the following ways : The sentence structure and grammar should be 
c-0rrect. , The three and four~year - old child seems to enjoy "catchy" 
and "silly'' s:ounding words, as well as repetition and rhythm. The 
style of writing which ihcluqes "silly" sounding words would be appro -
priate; however, slang and di.alect should be avoided. (41, p. 20) 
. In !ettig's review of the literature, she reported six authors in 
agreement about the style of writing suitable for young children: 
Langford ' (29), Adams (2), Larrick (30) , Dalgliesh (14), Weekes (40), 
and Fenner (19). 
These writers agreed that books should be well written using good 
English throughout. Three and four -.year - old children love to play with 
sounds anp. enjoy saying them over and over again, They enjoy sound i.n 
connecti9n with pictures and experiences. 
This writer adds further support for We.ttig' s criterion for style 
· of writing , Larrich (30) implied the importance of "word play'' in 
childr~n' s books when she wrote: 
I It is natural for children of this age to have fun with words . 
They wil+ repeat new words over and over as though savoring a delicate 
morsel. :often they indulge in spontaneous word games that sharpen their 
ear far oral language . (p . 41) · 
Another support for this same criterion is Maddock (33) who had 
this to say about style: "Probably the best single test for style is 
reading l;lloud. Simplicity, .clear expression, and appropriate prose 
rhythm is there by revealed or shown lacking." (p. 299) 
Illustrations 
If the book is to be suitably illustrated the pictures should be 
large, distinct and not blurred, . appealing and free from too much detail. 
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The pictures should appear frequently enough to i.i-lustdrte the story as 
it pr0ceeds. If there is an element of fantasy present the picture 
i;hould be related enough to ·teal iife situations and experiences; so the 
child will not be confused . (41, p . 21) 
Wettig reported that Langford (29), Larrick (30), Fenner (19), Frank (21), 
Hefferman (25), and Dalgliesh (14) gave support for the above generali,z,a -
tion. 
In general , these authors felt that illustrations should be &ppro-
' 
priate to the subject m.atter. Preschool children are ,attracted to simple, 
mass drawings, that are clear, bright, beautiful and humorous. Pictures 
in their books should be related to their own concepts and experiences . 
Three more authors have also mentioned illustrations as an important 
point in selecting books for young children. 
Leonard (31), one of the three authors stated: 
Pictures should be true to life in color and form, and should be 
drawn in broad outline with hot too ·much detail. The shape of the 
picture with respect to the printed words are also important. The 
pictures tell the story and the story explains the pictures so well 
that the effect upon the child is greatly enhanced. (p . 357) 
Freeman (22) agreed with Leonard concerning the. importance of 
illustrations when he writes about some of the child's preferences in 
pictures. 
Young children definitely prefer the highly decorative color , print. 
Brilliant contrasting colors are applied flat, strong outline is used, 
and little accessory detail is intr0duced. Books made up of single 
unconnected pictures are generally preferred .... When the child chooses 
pictures which suggest his environment, he almost invariably selects 
those which have action and tell a story. Pictures of static objects 
fail to elicit much interest. (p. 70) 
Knowledge 
A book should contain some new information, or should encourage the 
child t0 think , . and should give the child a new approach to something 
with which he is already familiar, or it may extend his knowledge of 
humor . (41, I:> · 23) 
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Arbuthnot (5), Frank (21), Fenner (19), and The Children's Book-
shelf (13) were the four authors that supported knowledge as a criteria 
for selecting books. 
Wettig (41) reported from a review of the literature that books 
broaden a child's horizons, give him understandings, and deepen his in-
sights into human relations, Books tell children about things they never 
knew could be. Humor in young children's stories has to be direct and 
obvious; hinging.on situat:i,.ons which are within the child's range of 
understanding. 
This investigator found from a further review of the literature that 
another writer, Dawson (15), had something to add about knowledge in 
children's books: "Children are hungrier for knowledge than we tend to 
realize. The facts need to be an extension of the child's actual ex-
peri.ence, rather than unrelated bits of wi.sdom." (p. 270) 
Conclusion 
The end of the story as well as the enti,re story should leave the 
child with a pleasant fee.ling. of completion and satisfaction. The. 
child should not be left with fears and doubts. (41, p. 23) 
Adams (2),.and Arbuthnot (3) agreed that books should lead to a 
satisfying conclusion. The conclusion should solve the problem, re-
solve the conflict, and leave the reader with a sense of completion and 
satisfaction. 
In addition to the information reported by Wettig, this investi-
gator found Guilfoile and Arbuthnot gave support to this criterion. 
Gu:Llfoile (24) stated that: "Children like books with action, dramatic 
quality, suspense) E,wen mystery, .and satisfying conclusions." (p, 3) 
Arbuthnot (3) discussed conclusions in children I s books in this 
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way: 
Ch;i..ldren are even greater finalists th,;m mo st adults, Everything 
must be ended and ended satis:l;actorily, .which to the young child means 
justly. Not only must heroes be rewarded, but wrong-doers must be 
properly punished or otherwise done away with. (p. 70) 
·. Et,hicall:z S04.!!i 
Wettig (41) summarized the ideas of Weekes (40), Duff (16), Larrick 
(30), Bowman and Templin (10), Dalgliesh (14), and Arbuthnot (3) who all 
agreed that it; i,s important for a book to be ethically sound. 
The content of the story should be socially acceptable. The book 
need not teach a specific ethical lesson, but it should be completely 
sound in its morality. (41, p. 24) 
Books can help a child distinguish l:;>et;:ween right; and wrong. Ex-
periences derived from reading may embody ideals, attitudes, and stand-
ards which may contribute to pride in and lqve of country, to morals 
and character, 
Arbuthnot (3) made it clear that we should make no compromise with 
ethical principles: "There are now many fine books and thrilling stories 
whose ethics are as sound as their action is wholesome. Let us famil= 
ia;rize the child with courage, honesty, .and goodness in his literature." 
(p. 7) 
In addition to the six writers on which Wettig based her criterion, 
Maddock (33) emphasized that a child I s book should to the fullest extent, 
follow two rules: "First, it should possess the viewpoint which the 
ethical experience of the race indicates is 'moral'. Secondly, it should 
avoid moralizing." (p. 300) 
Physical Charac teri.stic s 
Wettig (41) repo:i;·ted that six authors, Langford (29),. Frank (21), 
Weekes {40), Arbuthnot (5), Hefferman (25), and ~ Children's Bookshelf 
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(13), agreed on the fonowing points; 
(1) durable binding (2) large print (3) a size easy for the child 
tq handle (4) an attractive outside cover. In other words, the book 
should have a strong and attractive banding with pages of durable paper, 
large clear printing and a size easy for the child to handl~. (41, p.26) 
Books should be sturdi.Jy coµstructe.d with good paper and strong 
bindin,g. Children should have some inexpensive books that he can look 
at himself, grubby hands and all. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The writer. of this investigation followed six major steps in the 
general procedure for testing Wettig 1 s criteria: (1) review of the 
literature for the purpose of understanding, accepting, questioning and 
adding tq the findings in Wetti,g's swmnary of the support for the nine 
criterion (2) the selection of the boqks fol;' testing Wettig's guide 
(3) the selection of the pogE;ible. subjects (4) selection of the final 
subjects (5) the interview with the mothers (6) the analysis of the 
data. Step one is reported in Chapter II, Steps two, three, four and 
five will be reported in Chapter III. The analysis of data is pre-
sented in Chapter IV, 
Summary of Wettig 1 s Precedure 
Wettig (41) identified nine characteristics to be used in selecting 
appropriate books for four-year<·old children from a review of the liter-
ature. Her support for the nine points were presented in sunnnary in 
this writing (Chapter II). Detailed discuss;i.on may be found in Wettig I s 
thesis ( Chapte:r- III). 
Wettig submitted the nine criteria to nursery school teachers for 
help in assigning weighted values for each characteristi2. Seven 
nursery school teachers passed judgment on the nine characteristics by 
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assigning a per cent weight to each iq. terms of t;he value they felt each 
characteristic merited. The per cent weight assigned to each character-
istic by the teachers was averaged and became the weighted score for each 
criterion. 
Wettig (41) stated that: 
Using the assigned weighted values of the nursery school te~chers 
the investigator in consultation with a university professor of early 
childhood education, tested the scale on a number of books. Through 
this testing the assigned weight for the criterion of Content was found 
not to be large enough to separate the recommended boaks from the nan-
recommended books. 'Fol;' this reason the assigned per cent weights were 
revise<! and pl;'esented to the same gro~p of teachers one month later for 
their approvd or disappl;'oval, (p. 30) -
Wett;ig reported that the nursery school teachers were presented the 
revised scah at which time they were asked to rate two books to determine 
if the revised scale was acceptable or unacceptable. The revised scale, 
as presented, was accepted by the majority of the teachers. 
The nu;rsery school (:eachers had approved the following weights for 
each characteristic as: 
(1) ;[nterest - 15 per cent; (2) Length - 5 per cent; ·· (3) Content -
40 per cent; (4) Style~ 5 per cent; (5) Illustrations - 15 per cent; 
(6) Knowledge - 5 per cent; (7) Conclusions - 5 per cent; (8) Ethically 
Sound - 5 per cent; (9) Physical Characteristics - 5 per cent. 
(Wettig, p. 31) 
Wettig took the per cent weight assigned to each criterion and di-
vided it into five :parts so that qualitative tepns such as Excellent, 
Good 2 Em,, .f2.2.!., _ and Unacceptable could be used in judging the boeks •. 
This method is suggested by Good and Scates (23) to be used in rating 
scales. 
The five qualitative terms were defined as 
Excellent - means the criterion is completely exemplified; Q.2.Qi -
means the criterion is exemplified t-o a high degree; Fair - means the 
·criterion is exemplified to a moderate degree; £22!: - ~eans the 
criterion is exemplified t0 a low degree; Unacceetable - means the 
crite:don j_s not exemplified in any way. (Wettig, p. 64) 
Wettig (41) stated: 
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The point -on a scale of 100 percent that weuld separate the rrGood" 
beoks frem the "Excellent" books was found by tetaling the peirtts under 
the ''Good" classificatien for Interest, Content,. and Illustrations plus 
an excellent rating in every other criteria. This procedure gave a score 
of 86. Thus the score of 86 or above was required for a book to rate 
"Excellent", This made an interval of 15 points for the Excellent classi-
fication. The classifications of Q2.2.2., ~' and E.22!, were given an 
interval of 20 points and the Unacceptable received 25 points. (p. 34) 
Wettig (41) further stated: 
Since the nursery school teachers had placed higher value on the 
criteria Interest, Content, and Illustrations it was deemed valid to use 
these three criteria as a combined central for the assignment of books 
int0 the qualitative classification of Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, and 
. .__,..,....._ --...- . --
Unacceptable. (p. 34) 
. I 
· TABLE I 
PERCEN'l:ILE RANK.ING TO ;nfDICATE THE CLASSIFICATION 
OF . BOOKS BY THE FIVE QUALil'ATIVE TERMS 
(Wettig p. 34) 
Qualitative 
Terms Excellent ~ !ill. ~ Unacceptable 
:Percentile 
Ranking 100-86 85-.66 65~46 45-.26 25-0 
Interval 15 20 20 20 25 
The percentile classification presented in Table I was made on the 
basis of total points .of value that each qualitative term caused-the 
book to merit. It is important for the reader to keep in mind the per-
centile ranking of the five qualitative terms, because this is the same 
scale used by this investigator. 
Wettig used her guide with two groups of mothers who read and rated 
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a set of twelve selected books: (1) Group I consil;ted o;f eight mothers 
who used the g·uide; (2) Group II consisted of eight mothers who did not 
use the guide. She campared the ratings of. both groups with a group of 
nursery school teachers. 
Although Wettig's sample was small, she found a definite trend to 
suppart her bE1lief in her guide. She reparted her major findings as: 
(I) The nursery school teachers tended to rate the books on the 
recommepded list high and the non-recommended books low. (2) Two~thirds 
of the mothers' ratings with the guide were more like the teachers' 
ratings .than were the mothers' ratings far the same books without the 
guide (3) The mothers in both groups tended to rate the books that 
were net en the recommended lists higher than the teachers rated the 
non-recomriie,p.ded ,baoks. (4) The mothers who did not use a guide, more 
often rated the recommended boak~ in~ lower classification than the 
mothers who used the gu'ide. (5) The eight nurserr school teachers,who 
rated the selected books tended ta place the twelve books into the same 
classification as the two raters had placed them. (41, p. 46) 
Wettig recommended that her study be continued by subjecting the 
guide develaped in the study ta a larger sample and that is the purpose 
of this investigator. 
Anather investigator, Niazi (36), used this same guide with no re .. 
visians when she evaluated selected Arabic literature for young children. 
Niazi (36) found that Wettig' s guide was helpful in evaluating Arabic 
books as well as boaks written if!. English~ 
Deviations af This Investigation 
From Wett:i.g' s Procedure 
This investigator's study followed Wettig's general pracedure; how-
ever, because of circumstances beyond the control of human beings cer-
tain minor details had to be altered. 
Wettig used one set of twelv~ books, (41, p. 59), which were rated 
by two graups .of mothers,. one with a guide imd one without a guide, anq 
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a group of nursery school teachers. The a~ceptable books were borrowed 
from the University Nursery School and the books not on the recommended 
list were bought at variety stores. Wettig was able .to get only a 
limited number of methers to cooperate in the limited time available for 
study, because she had only one set ef books. Several mothers in Wettig's 
study felt twelve books were too many to have to read and rate at one 
time. This may h;ive delayed the data ·coUecting, toe. 
The investigator of this study, took these limitations into consid-
eration when she decided te use four sets of books, ten in each set, 
anticipating that this would enable more mot;hers in a shorter period of 
time to participate in the study. 
The Selection of the Books 
This investigator felt the need to rate books using Wettig's scale 
1:10 she ·could became theroughly acquainted wit;h the guide. She also felt 
;l.t was necessary to see if she ·Cet,1.ld rate boiaks accurately and discrimi-
nate batween recommended and non-recommended books for four-year-old 
children. 
The investigator and another person in the Held of early childhood 
education, who had rated boaks with Wettig, J;;ated three sets of books 
using the weighted value scale with the qualitative terms which Wettig 
develeped. Ihe first set contained nineteen books and the second and 
third sets contained twenty beaks each. The books were harrowed from 
the Children's Curriculum Laboratory in the ·University Library. 
The per cent of agreei:nent of the.two raters was cemputed by the 
following formula, also used by Wettig (26). 
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Number of agreements 
Number of agreements plus n~be:i;' of disagreements 
Th~ inter~rater reliability, _as calc~lated by the above method was .79 
(er the first set ef boeks; .80 ~er the second set of boeks, _and .90 
and the third set ef beoks (Appendix A, pp, 36, 37, 38). 
In Wetti.g's e~µdy, she as~ed nursery schoel, teachers ta rate beaks 
that she and another persori in the field ef early childhoel education· 
had selected at random. This investigat,er asked thre~ nursery school 
teachers to list ten goad beaks they weuld recommend fer four .. year-old 
children. . The fell.awing Table ~I sh<:>ws the three teachers' reconnnenda-
1,. 
tions. 
TABLE II 
GOOD BOOKS FOR FOUR-YEAR~OLD CHILDREN SELECTED BY 
1;• 
2. 
3. 
4. 
.5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14~ 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19 .• 
20. 
. 21. 
THREE NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHERS . ; 
Title ·ef the Books 
Blueberries :lior Sal 
:t1ake Way for Puckl~ngs 
Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel 
Timothy Turtle 
Bobbie. Follows the B4tterfly 
Horton Hatches the Egg 
Cu:rieus George. Rides ·A Bike 
Finders Keepers. 
The Little Fireman 
Tim Tadpole 
Where A,re the Mathers? 
D~ddies and What. They De All Day 
The 1Noisy Book 
One Merning i.n ,Mai.ne .. 
Flip and the Morning· 
The Frog ,in the Well 
Kiki and Muffy 
Now It's Fall 
It Is Hard and I,t Is Easy 
Fishing Cat 
Little Red Li.'ghthouse and the Great Gray B:ridge 
Teachers 
A 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
B 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
C 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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From this list of books recommended by the.nursery school teachers, 
which are presented in Table Ill, the investigator selected the seven 
books that the three nursery school teachers (all full·,time staff in the 
Oklahoma State University l;>reschool Laboratory) had agreed upon. The 
three books in this investigator's researcl1 that were not recommended 
were selected from Wettig' s list of .non-recommended books. This made a 
set of ten books. The three books (Little Red Riding Hood, Sleeping 
Beauty,. and The Three Bears) were rated in the Poor classi:Eication by 
the two raters in Wettig 1 s research, (41, p. 86). This made the final 
set of books consist of seven recommended books by the nursery school 
teachers and three most unacceptable books as rated from Wettig's list. 
The investigator ordered four sets of ten books each from a -local 
bookstore. When placing the order for the books, _it was found that one 
-of the recommended books, "Blueberries for Sal", was no longer in print. 
Therefore it was necessary to select,another book to replace "Blueberries 
for Sal". The investigator and another person in the field of early child-
hood education selected "Finders-Keepers", which had received the Caldecott 
Award for the best picture book for the year of 1952. This. book had also 
been recemmended .by one of the nursery school teachers, but not by the 
·other two. This m.ade a total of ten books to be used in the testing ;of 
the criterion. 
This investigator estitnated that it-would take fro111 two to three 
weeks for the books to. arrive from the publishers; however' ' after two 
months, only eight of the books had been received. The books were placed 
on order in early April, When by June 1, only eight had been received, 
the investigator decided that she could no lenger wait for the other two 
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boeks; se the eight available boe~s were used as the final selection. 
(Appendb; B, p~40 ). After the final selection of eight books we're 
made, this investigator a$ked four nursery school teachers to rate the 
books se they could be placed in one ef the five classifications and 
compared with the mothers' ratings. 
The Selection of the Subjects 
Sett+ng for~ Investigation~ The setting for this study was a 
midwestern university c:;i.ty of appro:ldmately 25,000 population (Stillwater, 
Oklahem.a). · l'o provide opportunity for a representative sample, this 
small city was divided into six approximate sized areas so the sample 
could be drawn from all socio,..ec:onem.ic levels based <;>n the method used 
by Kee].y (27), whe studied television practices of four-year--olds in 
this city.. In thil:l present study, the residential boundary lines were 
recemmended by the Associate Superintendent of Public Schools, who had 
wc.;,rked on several $Chool dist:i:-ict survey committees, and who had been 
a school teacher and administ;ater in this university city for several 
years. The Associate Superintendent mentioned that these sections were 
tentative and in several weeks the ·official school boundaries would. be 
' set. When the boundaries were announced, they were the same as t-hese 
he gave the. investigator,. with the exception that two ef the sections 
had been combined te m.ake one. . This left a total ef five representa .. 
tive sections to be used in this study. Attempts te get verification 
for these ·classifications from the City Engineer were unrewarding. 
Selection 21, the Possible Subjects. The sample for this study was 
drawn frem a total of 320 mothers who had a four-year·-old child as 
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.recorded in the 1962 schoel census of Stillwater, Oklahoma. Children 
whose -birth dates fell between· August 1, 1958 anc'!. Apr.il 30, 1959, as .re= 
corded in the 1962 school census were included as possibilities of a 
mother to.be contacted. 
Tne selectien of mothers of the fo4r-year-,0lds was made ·on the basis 
that: (1) Wettig's guide was developed for selecting literature for three 
.. 
and faur .. year=old children (2) Wettig used the tp.other's of four-year= 
olds in her study (3) The·mothers of the four-year=olds would pro~iqe 
a homogenous group., 
Final selection of the Mothers. The names of the 320 children were 
--·. : 
placed into .one ·.of the five designat_ed city areas according to their ad= 
dresses. These five greups were further.divided into boys and girls so 
tha.t the final sample would have an equal distribution of boys and girls 
from each of the five areas in the city. 
Since ·no telephone numbers were included in the information from 
the school census, it was necessary to obtain the telephdne number 
when a subject was drawn. A .subject not listed in the f~ll, 1962~ tele-
phone directory of this small city was eliminated and replaced by another 
subject drawn from the same area and the· same sex gr·oup. , 
When a telephone number had been .. obtained from the subjec.t, the 
mother was :contacted. The investigator asked the mother the following 
questions: Are yeu the m.other of a four-year=old child? · Wiil you be 
willing to coeperate in a study which is to develop a guide to help 
parents in selecting :beoks fer children? lf the moth.er responded affirm= 
atively, . a personal interview was scheduled in which information of the 
-child and his literature experiences was obtained. The investigator 
\ 
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delivered the books personally and at this time ·asked the mother to read 
and rate the ~ight children's books which had been selected for -this 
study • 
. The section of the city with the smallest number.of subjects was 
centacted fi,rst. There we:re 26 possible subject$ in this sect:i.an, 17 
were eliminated because they were not listed in the telephone directory. 
The ether 11 mothers were ·contacted but none-of them. were able to par-
ticipate (working, lack -of time, or not interested). Therefore this 
section of the city was eliminated altogether; leaving 294 subjects to 
be. drawn f;rom four sections. A total 13f 133 names were drawn to ob-
tain the final sample of mothers. . Of those drawn, 85 names were elimi-
nated because they were not listed in the telephone directory; eight 
were not able to participate for such reasons as (no time, moving from 
city, or working). 
A total ef forty names were drawn at random from each of the four 
areas. These forty names were divided into two groups. One ~roup of 
twep.ty. mothers who used the guide in rating the books (G:i;:oup I) and the 
·other group of twenty mother$ who did not use a guide in rating the 
books (Group II), 
The Interview 
Two steps were taken prior to the interview with the mothers: 
(1) the subjects were randamly selected and then contacted by telephone 
(2) the interview was scheduled. The interview was made in the subject's 
J:iome. 
~ Sheet. The face sheet developed by Wettig (41) was used. This 
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face sheet prev;i.ded information .concerning the child such as: The 
child's name~ address, age and telephone number; the parents' names, 
occupations, and educational backgrounds; and the names, ages and po-
sition of other persons in the home. Several general questions about 
the-opportunities and use of preschoo~ books for the child were also in-
c luded on this face sheet. These questions related. ta the time of day, 
frequence, and length of time the parents of ether family members read 
to the child. (Append;i.x C, p. 42). 
The invest;igater, at t;he time the 1:>ooks were delivered, gave verbal 
instructions to the mother in addition to what was in the Letter of In-
struction. (Appendix C, p. 45). 
'.I;he twenty mothers (Gr-oup !) that used the guide sheet were given 
the htter contain'ing the instructions whkh they were to follew in eval-
tiating the book. (Appendix c, p-.45). 'the mothers were asked to read 
each boek carefully and then_ to rate the book by checking:one of the 
five classifications :an th~ guide list which expressed their judgment 
of that criteria .of the book. (Appendix C, p.46). The twenty mothers 
of Gr.aup II were ai;ked ta check the_ books without a gu:i.de and their 
instructions were to rate each boak by carefully reading the book, and 
then rating the book 1:>y writing in the appropriate space ort the check 
sheet their evaluation in terms ef Excellent, Good, Fair, Poer, or 
'' ~~--
Y£~ceptable. (Appendix C, p.46) 
The data from Gr9up l; mothers,_ and Group :u mothers,_ were ,collected 
ever a period of approximately one menth interval. The boaks were in 
the mothers' possession from one to five days with most of the mothers 
having t;he boaks in their home an average ·of two days. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE .DATA 
The data were analyzed to achieve the overall purpose of this study 
by: (1) tabulating the sceres for each book rated by the teachers and 
the mothers of Group I, (2) conve;rt:i,ng the teachers' and Group I 
methers' ratings (who used the·guide) to comparable score13 for the 
Group U mothers (who rated the beoks w;i.t,hout the guide), (3) com-
paring the ratings of the . tei11chers' , . the. Group I mothers' (with the 
guide),. and the Group II mothers, (without the guide), (4) ~summarizing 
the data on the ,fa¢e sheet. 
Conversi(;!)n of Scores to Qualitative Ratings 
Tre rating score .for each book which plaoed it in a c lassifi,cat:i,on 
of ExceHent, ~' Fair, ~' or Unacc~t~able was p.etermined by 
totaling the scores for each criterion for the teachers and Group ;I 
inothers. The scores were then converted to a qualitative rating, so 
they could be compared with Group II mothers' ratings which had been 
assigned one of the five qualitative terms. (Excellent, Good, Fair, 
!£,e.r,, or Unaccepta_ple.) 
A, Comparfson of the Th:ree Groups' Ratings 
Te facilitate an examinatioµ of the data furnished by the three 
groups the total number of persons classifying a book ExceHent, Good, 
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Fair, Poor, or uhacc:eptab.le were placed.in Table III. The nwnber_of 
J;lersons in each classification were then converted irito per cents~ 
This was done because the:t;"e were only four.nursery school teachers 
to be-compared with the twenty mothers in Groups I and II. 
\ 
The following findings are evidenced by the data presented in 
Table III: 
(1) The teachers tended to rate the books more often in the 
classifications of Excellent, Good and Fair. That is the teachers 
tended to rate the books on the recommended li_st high _and the non-
reconnnended books low. This was to be expected since all had teacher 
preparation in early childhood education. 
(2) The mothers in both Groups I and II tended to rat'~ the books 
on the reconnn¢nded list mo,re like the teachers; however,. a larger per 
cent of the mothers in Group I (using.the guide) rated-these books in 
the Excelient and Good class~fications than did the mothers in Group I;I: 
(without the guide)~-
(3) Seventy•.five to eighty-five ·per cent of the mothers in Gr0up II 
(without the guide) rated the three books not on the reconnnencied list 
(Little R.ed Riding Hood, Sleeping Beauty, The Three Bears)-in the classi-
• t • I 
. . 
. . 
. fication of Excellent and Good; . while a, range of fifteen to thirty per 
cent of the m,at~ers · i_n Group 1 I (w:J,th the guide) rated the three non= 
reconnnend.ed · baoks in the Excellent and Goad classificatians. 
(4) The guide helped the Graup ;c mothers (with the guide) to dis-
criminate between :recoµimended and·non~reconnnended books; however, the 
,gu1.9e did not seem.to help thein qiscri.minate between Good and Excellent 
books. 
·The five a·cceptable 
books recouunended 
by- four nursery 
school teachers 
The three unaccept-
able books from 
Wettig' s list 
TABLE III 
THE RATINGS .FOR EIGHT SELECTED BOOKS FOR THE PRESCHOOL CHILD BY 
TEACHERS*, GROUP I MOTHERS**, AND GROUP II MOTHERS1i 
Classifica-tion 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Unacceptable 
FINDERS KEEPERS 
Raters 
T* G** l 
per no-. per no. 
cen-t cent 
65 13 
100 4 J5 7 
G112. 
per no. 
cent 
45 9 
30 6 
20 4 
5 1 
HORTON HATCHES THE EGG 
Classification Raters 
T* Gf* Gl!2 
---per no. per no. per 
cent cent cent 
Excellent 75 3 75 15 40 
Good 25 l 20 4 35 
Fair 5 1 25 
Poor 
UnacCep.table 
MAKE WAY FOR DUCKLINGS MIKE MULUGAN AND HIS STEAM SHOVEL 
Classification Raters Classification 
T* Gf* ·G/12 
.per no. per no. per no. 
cent cent cent 
Excellent 100 4 95 19 65 13 Excellent 
Good 5 1 30 6 Good 
Fair 5 1 Fair 
Poor Poor 
Unacceptable Unacceptable 
UTTLE RED RIDING HOOD 
Classification Raters Classification 
T* G** 1 Gi/2 
per no. per no. per no. 
cent cent cent 
Excellent 5 1 25 5 Excellent 
Good 10 2 50 10 Good 
Fair 50 2 70 14 20 4 Fair 
Poor 50 2 10 2 Poor 
Unacceptable 5 l 5 1 Unacceptab1e 
Raters 
T* G** 1 
per no • per no. 
cent cent 
50 2 65 13 
50 2 35 7 
SLE.EPING BEAUTY 
Raters· 
T*· G** 1 
per no. per no. 
cent cent 
5 l 
15 3 
100 4 50 10 
30 6 
Gif/2 
per no. 
cent 
50 10 
40 8 
10 2 
G/12 
----per no. 
.cent 
15 3 
65 13 
15 3 
Classification 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
PO or 
Unaccept8ble 
Classification 
Excellent 
Good 
Fai'r 
Poor 
Unacceptable 
no. 
8 
7 
5 
TIMOTHY TIJRTLE 
Raters 
T* G** 1 
per no. per no. 
cent _cent 
50 2 95 19 
50 2 5 1 
THE THREE BEARS 
Rater.a 
T* G** l 
per no. per no. 
cent cent 
10 2 
50 2 20 4 
50 2 55 11 
15 3 
Gi/2 
_per no. 
cent 
50 10 
50 10 
GiJ2 
per no9 
cent 
35 7 
55 11 
10 2 
N 
-..J 
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(5) The mothers with the guide rated the non~reconunendeo books 
more o{ten like the teacher's ratings; which is further support that 
the guide dii;criminates between the recOlil!I).ended and non~reconunended 
books. This finding coincides with Niazi (36). 
St.ItD.Warizing the Data on the Face Sheet; 
Data on the face sheet ~ompleted by the mothers of Group I and 
Group II is summarized in Appendix C. These data were collected in an 
effort; to have· information that would aid in further study of children's 
literary experiences. Since much of the data were unrelated to the over-
, 
ail purposes of this study the face sheet information is not presented 
in the analysis of the data. 'I;'his dara did reveal however, that the two 
groups of mothers in this study were ve1;y mt,1ch alike in educational back-
sround, (Appendi.x C, p. 43) 
Altho~gh the sample used ·in this stt:1dy was limited~ there was evi-
dence to support the use of Wettig's gt,1ide in helping mothers to dis-
criminate between reco:mmended and non,-reconunenged books fo1; four-year-
qld children. 
CHAPTER V 
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY AND :RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Limitations of the Study 
This writer is aware of certain limitations which prohibit generali-
zation at this particular time. These limitations are presented as 
follows: 
(1) The' sample in this investigation was not representative; al-
though ~ith this writer it was impossible to coUect data elsewhere. 
(2) More nursery school teacher's ratings,. as well as more mothers 
from Group I and Group II would have been desirable. 
(3) Since adults other than mothers read to, or even purchase books 
:j:or yo1,1ng children, ;Lt seems advisable that the ne.xt sample for testing 
' ' 
should include some subjects from all persons that may be responsible 
(or the selection of books for preschool children. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
:eased an Wettig' s work as well as the coinciding findings of the 
two studies, the investigator recommends that: 
(1) Study be continued by supjecting the guide developed by Wettig 
to a larger and more representative sample. 
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(2) The finding that mothers who used the, guide more often dis-
.. I 
criminated between recommended and non-recommended books than the mothers 
who did no.t use, it, but could not discriminate between Excellent and Good 
-
books may indicat~ that the guide should be revised. This point may 
i•1 
I 
well be nohdi aa .!1 basis for the revision of the guide; since the fore-
. I 
most need tjf patent;.s would be tp select acceptable boeks.: The nee<;! is 
i: I 
really to eliminate ina:pp:rop:ria:te books,: r.athe·r. t·hari to selec.t only 
excellent ones. · A book may fall into either the excellent or good cate-
gory on the basis of personal interest. A point of interest was that 
mothers of boys 'tended to rate su~h books. a"S "Mike Mulligan and His 
Steam Shovel" higher than mothers of girls. 
(3) A final reconnnendation is that when this guide has been tested 
on a represe'ntative population the findings be released to lay pubii-
cations so that persons in all walks of life wo~ld have access to this 
! ' ~-· 
information. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
3,5 
';L'HE TWO RATERS ' EVALUATION OF 
THE FIRST SET OF FOOKS 
Title of the Book Rater I Agreement of 
R.ate-,r I and II 
1. If I Had A Little 
2. Hello Pete1; 
3. The Animal and The Ark 
4. T :Bone 
5. Home: The Tal~ of 
a Mouse 
6. Once fl. Mc,n,1se 
7. Wheel on the. Chimney 
8, A:walk in the City 
9. The l'fl.le'.of the Wise 
Little ,Old Woman 
10. R.ain'Dr0p Splash 
u. Timid Timothy 
12. The Wind. and ;E'eter 
13. The Cow Wh,o Fell · '• in 
the .Cijrtal 
14. Saturday WB;lk 
15. Snippy and Snappy 
16. Two Litde Bears 
17. This Is the Wc:!,y the 
Animah .Walk 
18. The Happy Jiunf e;r 
19. The Tailor o;f Gloucester 
*A Means Agree 
**D Means Disa,g-,ree 
70 A* 
83 A 
65 A 
91 A 
79 D** 
58 A 
55 D 
81 A 
67 A 
76 A 
87 D 
79 A 
7,9 A 
79 A 
64 A' 
75 A 
100 D 
85 A 
58 A 
15A 
4D 
36 
Rater II 
83 
75 
46 
94 
90 
52 
73 
75 
64 
69 
69 
76 
83 
84 
68 
83 
75 
77 
62 
THE 1WO RATERS' EVALUATION OF 
·,,\ 
THE SECOND SET OF BOOKS 
Title of the Book 
1. The Smile That Traveled 
Around the World 
2. A Boat for Peppe 
3. Aprils Kit tens 
4. Rosa-Too-Little 
5. Jeanne-Marie 
6. Tell Me Mr. Owl 
7. Nothing At All 
8. Norman The Doorman 
9. Noel 
10. Will Spring Be Early 
11. Brave Baby Elephant 
12. Little Rabbet 
13. Deep Sea Farm 
14. Sun Up 
15. Hi Mr. Robin 
16. How Do You Travel 
17. Curious George 
18. Black Face 
19. Huge Harold 
20. Nt.nnbers, Hats .and 
Wheels 
*A Means Agree 
**D Means Disagree 
Rater I Agreement of 
Rater I and II 
68 A* 
57 A 
91 A 
83 A 
79 A 
57 D** 
54 A 
64 A 
72 A 
56 D 
64 A 
85 A 
35 A 
78 A 
77 D 
81 A 
72 A 
68 A 
72 A 
59 D 
16A 
4D 
37 
Rater II 
6~ 
61 
87 
77 
78 
73 
63. 
64 
69 
69 
57 
82 
45 
82 
92 
85 
84 
68 
71 
81 
THE 'IWO ru\.TERS 1 EVALUATION OF THE 
l'.itle of the Book 
1. A Dog Came to School 
2. My Ti,me of Year 
3. I Like Winter 
4. Now It I s Fall 
5. Big Brother 
6. The Bunny Who Found 
Easter 
7 I The Little Engine ·Who 
-Could 
8, The Brave Cowboy 
9. The Very Little Dog 
10. Smudge 
11. If Everybody Did 
12. The Runaway Bunny 
13. Ping 
14. Millions of Cats 
15, What Will I Be-]i'rom 
A to Z 
16. Loopy 
17. Creeper' s Jeep 
18. The Camel Who Took 
a Walk 
19. Dr. Trotter 
20. Our Friendly Friends 
*A Means Agree 
**P Means Disagree 
THIRD SET OF ~o~s 
],later I Agreement of 
Rater I 1;1.nd II 
83 A*. 
75 A 
86 A 
8,5 A 
62 A 
77 A 
57 A 
58 P** 
82 A 
76 A 
79 A 
69 D 
82 A 
5,5 A 
46 A 
66 A 
72 A 
54 A 
79 A 
70 A 
18A 
2D 
38 
Rater II 
70 
82 
90 
84 
65 
77 
65 
81 
80 
79 
71 
52 
83 
65 
56 
70 
68 
57 
69 
66 
APPENDIX ;B 
39 
40 
THE EIGHT BOOKS EVALUATED BY l'EACHERS, 
GROUP I MOTHERS AND GROUP II MOTijERS 
T:1,tles of Books 
1. Finders Keepers William Lipkind and 
Nicolas Mordvinoff 
2. Horton ijatches The Egg Dr. Seuss 
3. Litt~e ~ed Riding Hood Old Fairy Tale 
4. Make Way For Duckiings Robert McCl9skey 
5. Mike Mulligan and His 
Steam Shovel Virginia Lee Burton 
6. Sleeping Beauty Old Fairy Tale 
7. l'he Three Bears Old Fairy Tale 
8. 'l;imathy T1,1rtle Alice V. Davis 
APl'E~D:tX C 
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FACE SHEET** 
Child's .. Na~e-....,...,....,.._,..,....,..... __ _,...,.. ___ Age _ __._.,...... 
Parent's Name...,...._,.,...__,,...-~--Address.~-~---...,....~-........ ~Telephone.---
Mother's Occupation. __________ - __ ,...,... __ -,-.....,_ 
Number of years of 
Grade School 
High School 
Gollege 
Advanced Degpee 
education completed: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
(Please circle number.) 
1 2 3 4 
1 2 3 4 5 Degree.,...,,. __ ._ .... Major. ___ _ 
__ ........,.......,..,...,_......,.......,...,Major_,__,.... __ _.,.. 
Name Age Relationship to Child 
(Plea$e fill in or check the following blanks,) 
1. Child is read to: 
___ daily.............,.several times <;iailY........,.,_\'7eekly_seve?;"al times weekly 
2. When is the child's usual time for stories? 
__,...,......_ morning ---a;f;ternoon ____ evening 
3. Approximately how long is the period when reading to the child? 
~---5 minutes ~10 minutes 15 minutes 
__ ,.,.longer than 15 minutes 
4. Do the parents read to the child? Yes No 
- -Do other adults read to the child? Yes~ No___....., If so, whom·--~ 
5. Approximately how many books does the child have read to him at each 
storytime? -~---
6. Approximately how many books does t;he child own? 
...,......,.__,,...,........._ 
7. Source of books: gifts parents publ:i.c library 
8. Do the parents borrow books for the child from the public library? 
Yes No~ Does the child go ~ to t,:he library with an adult? 
")'.'es No Does the child help select the book? 
-
.,._ 
9. What books are most often read to the child? ~---_,_ _____ ~ 
**From ''The Development of a Guide for the Selection .of Books for Pre~ 
school cpqdren" l?;y Lola Wettig, ;t-1.S., 1961. p. 61. 
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DATA FROM THE FACE SHEET 
I. Occupa:tion of Mothers of Groups.!+ .!ill! II 
35 full time Homemakers 1 Baby sitter 
2 HomE1maker - Students 1 Telephone Operator 
1 Coll'ege Teacher 
II. Educational Status of fil Mothers 
Grade School High School College 
Less than Com- Less than Com- Less than Com-· M.S. 
8 years pleted 4 years pleted 4 years pleted Degree 
Group I 
Mothers 0 0 1 5 6 5 3 
Group II 
Mothers 0 0 0 3 11 4 2 
III. The information for the riine questions on the face sheet to which 
the forty mothers supplied information is sununarized in the following way. 
1. The responses of the forty mothers in relation to the time the 
child was read to was: 
_dLdaily, __!_several times daily, .2__.weekly ~ _!l_several times ·weekly 
2, The number of mothers reported that the child's usual time for 
-· 
reading was: 
~2~morning, ~afternoon, _j!_evening, ...!.Q_afternoon-and evening 
3. The·,number of·mothers responding to the'questions: Approximately 
how long is the period when reading . to the child? were: -~-L.f i ve. minutes, . 
_l__ten minutes, lQ...._fifteen minutes, and 11......_longer than fifteen minutes. 
4. Forty mothers responded~ in regard to the question: Do the 
parents read to the child? The other persons that read to the child were: 
grandparents, brothers, sisters,~, uncle, neighbor, and babysitter. 
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5. The mothers reported a :range of from ho books, in answer to 
the quef.ltion: Approximately how many books are read to the child at each 
·story time? 
6. Approximately how many books does the child own? '.I;o this 
quest:i,on the mothers reported a range of from none to 65 books, with most 
of t.hetn reporting between 20 and 35 books. 
7. The number of mothers that checked the source from which the 
books were secured was; 35 gifts, 36 from parents, 17 used the public 
~ ~ -
library, 
8. Nineteen tnothers responded Yes and 21 mothers responded No in 
~ ~
regard to the three following questions: Do the parents borrow books 
for the child from the public library? Does the child ~o to the library 
with an adult? Does the child help select the book? 
9. The mothers responding to the question: What books are most 
often read to the child? were: 
1. Animal stories was listed 17 times. 
2. Dr. Seuss Books was listed 10 times, 
3. Child Craft, Golden Books, and fairy tales were each listed 
six times. 
4. Folk Tales, Nursei;"y Rhymes, Adventure Stories, Bible Stories, 
and Nature Stories were each listed three times. 
5. Wonder Book&, Mother Goose, Three Bears and Little Black Sambo 
were each listed twice. 
6. The following books were named once: 
Lassie Stories Cowboy Andy Little Black - a Pony 
Go Dog Go Three Pigs Fire Engine, Tommy 
One Fish-Two Fish Ugly Duckling Little Red Riding Hood 
Peter Rabbit Reddy Fox Old Mother Hubbard 
.LE';L'TER AND JNSTRUCT~O:tfS FOR JUDGING THE 
;800KS (MOTHERS GROUP I)** 
Dear Par~nt of a Four-Year-Old: 
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I am in the process of developing a guide which could be used by 
parents to rate books for preschoolers. This guide needs to be tested 
by a group of parents who w:j..11 :rate th,e eight books provided. 
Below are the directions to help you use the guides which are to 
be found on the attached sheet,. "A Guide for Selecting Books for the 
Preschoo;l. (Four~year~old) Child," 
Your help and cooperation in this research is appreciated. You 
will be sent the results of the study late in the summer. 
DIRECTIONS 
Sincerely yours, 
Lenora Heath 
Graduate Student in Family Relations 
and Child Development Department 
1. Please read eac;:h: book caref\.1.Uy. 
2. Please read each question and the description of the question on the 
attached sheet, "A Guide for Selecting Books for the Preschool Child." 
(Four~Year-Olds,) 
3. Please rate each book by placing a check mark in the space provided 
wh~ch most nearly represents your judgment of this characteristic 
of the book. 
EXAM'.l'LE 
RA'l'ING SCALE 
.EXCELLENT: 
means the 
criterion is 
,£.Otnpletdy 
e:x:emp lified. 
1neans the 
criterion is 
exemplified 
to a high 
degr·ee, 
means the 
criterion is 
exemplified 
to a mode:rate 
degree 
II\eans the 
criterion is 
exemplified 
to a~ 
degree. 
UNACCEP'.L'ABLE: 
means the 
criterion is 
not exemp li-
fi e d in any 
way. 
'>'r~'cFrom ''The Development of A Guide for the Selection of Books for 
Preschool Children" by Lola Wettig, M,S., 1961. p.64. 
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.. GUIDI fQR SJIECTING a>OQ J:QR THI i,iscHOQl, au:u, (UJIII AND FOllA"'.llAI.OL1>f* . 
. ' ·- . ' ' . . . ' . _···.· ·. ' -- -.' \. . '. ·-•, .· -~. ... . ,· ::.- ·. < ,; ( 
l'ATIHOS 
' 1.~ II thl book IHTEPESTit?g? · . . · Ex ••1-lAnt r.,.,..,1 lilA,1- D---··'. .. tabltl tho book. should eatch tho child'• attention 
in the tlrat few eentericoa end hold.hi• attention 15 12 9 '.6 3 to tho enil. The throe encl four-year-old oh114 
Ulce1 p1ont1 of .ootlon, 1u1ponH, end a logioll . . ! ' 
'plot In the 1tor1 with an 1oona61 of tnoldenco. 
'I • . I• the b(iolc of. a desirable · LPJOTH? 
the three !Ind tour-year-old ohild · hu a · 
,, . 
re1atlve111hort att1ntion 1p1111. Moat pre1oh!lol 
ohtldran 01n 11aten tor I period ot tram five to 
titta,.n alnutH, The book lihould not bo too lon1· 
or too 1~ort and aiaple tor tho ohil4, 
s 4 3 2 1 
,. Ia the ;T<J'.Y ggn ot the book 11uoll · that t)le .· . ··- ... 
ohlM·wUl not be conf-ysed? · 
' !ho 1tor1 content 1hc;1uld be related to the 
' tutlhr ao tho oh!ld will not be oontueed by the 
new or untui1Uar. All books do not contain an 
•1-.int or .tanta171 however, when there 11 an 
•leaent ot fantasy present it 1hould bo related 40 32 24 16 8 e"°u"h to real lite 11tuotions and expel'ien,:ia1 ao 
the ohild •411 not be contu1ecl with whet 11 real 
and what 11 unreel, 
4, J1 tho !!ll.Yi !!, WRITING of.the 'book 1uih'bl1! .. .. , ...... , .• 
1$entenoe 1tructure and l!J'Nllllal' 1hould be 
oorreot, Tho throe and four-yea-old child HDU 
to ~njoy •oatoh:," end •11111" 1oundln1 vord1t .-
well•• repetition and rhytlva, ·Thi• •tyle o 
vrltin" which 1ncludn "11111'1 11ounding VOJ'dl 
vou, d. he . arirJ'oorioto however, Dl11ng and dhlect 
s 4 3 2 l 
ahould be ,voided, 
5. JI tho book 1uihbly JLWST1lATED? -•:, ..... 
'l'he p:loturea should be lar11•,dht1ncton4 not 
blurred, oppoalinR, and fJ'ee from too 111uch detail.· 
Thi r:lotUJ'H should appear t'r11quentl1 enoUBh-to 
l)lustr~to the stor1 as it proceeds, Jf there 11 
;1.5 12 9 6 3 an element of fantasy pJ'eccnt, the picture 1hould 
be reht"'4 to real life 1:ltuation1 an<I oiq,er1eneoa .. 
10.the child v~ll not bo contused, 
61 \fill the book &XTF.MJ> !!I§ ~ KNO:ILEOOE or 
pho him 101111 undeJ'stllnding of hU111an behavior or ot 
the world in which he lives? 
The boo!( should contain 1011111 ne•, intomation& 
or ahould encourage the child to t,hink, 11nd 11houl 
·s 4 .3 2 l -ivft tho child e new approach to something with whioh 
_, 
he h alrendy t11111i 1 hr; or it 11101 extend hi II knowledge 
ot h\lllOr• 
7. J1 the CONClUSIQ-1 ot the ator11pproprl1te? " 
The end ot tliii etory _a1 !loll as tho entire etor, 5 4 
' 
2 l 1houlct le11ve the ohlld with a pleesant feeling ot 
OClll'nlet,011 and 11t111tactlon, 'l'he child ehould not Ile 
lett with tear, snd doubts, 
•• II the book ETIIIC{LLY SOUND? 
. The.content or the utory ahoulcl be 100:lally 
' 
4 J 2 l aocaptable, Tho book need not teach a 1pec1,1a 
ath1col. lesion, but 1t 11hould be CCllllplet'11 aouncl 
in. th P1or11}1t7, 
9; Ar• the PHYSICAL CH/RJCTF.RISTICS ot tho book 
aoc11i,table "1th 1 . (l) Durable bind1n1 (0 J.orgo 
Flnt _()) A ahe eaay to handle (4 An attnotlv• 
outa1 de cover, · · 5 4 ) 2 1 . The book ahould have a utrong 1m4 at.tractive 
blndinit ani pagoa or durable paper, large claar 
ertntinP., and a size ea~y for the child to handle, 
" 
:it~ From "The Development of' A Guide for the Selection of Books for 
Preschool Children" by Lola Wettig, M.S. 1 1961. p 56. 
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LETTER AND INSTRUCTIONS TO MOTRERS OF GROUP IJtd; 
Dear Parent of a Four-Year-Old: 
I am in the process of collecting information from parents that will 
help in forming a guide for the selection of books for preschool children. 
Because you are the mother of a four··year~old you have been chosen 
to participate in this study. 
Please read the eight books which I have left with you. Beside the 
title of the books, which are listed below, write the word Excellent, 
Qood, ~. ~, or Unacceptable as you feel the book merits. You may 
list as many as you feel under each classification; that is if you feel 
aU the books fall into one classification feel free to place them there. 
1. Finders Keepers 
2. Horton Hatches The Egg 
3. Little Red Riding Hood 
4. Make Way For Ducklings 
Sincerely yours, 
Lenora Heath 
Graduate Student in Family Relations 
and Child Development Department 
Title of Books 
5, Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel 
6. Sleeping Beauty 
7. Timothy Turtle 
8. The Three Bears 
*~~Adapted from "The Development of a Guide for the Selection of Books 
for Preschool Children" by Lola Wettig, M.S., 1961. p. 66. 
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